
AST July, Mark Johnston trained the winners of both

the Group 2 Dante Stakes and the Group 3 Musidora

Stakes at York. These races normally serve as trials for

the Derby and Oaks, but due to the Covid pandemic they actually

took place the week after the Epsom Classics had been run.

Not since Judge Jeffreys was in his prime has the verdict been

delivered before all the evidence.

On a memorable day for the stable, it was the Musidora

winner, in particular, who captured the imagination: Rose of

Kildare had cost only 3,000 Euros at the Tattersalls Ireland

yearling sales and became one of those rags-to-riches stories

which never fails to enthral. She actually cost less than the great

filly after whom the race is named – Musidora herself reportedly

went through the ring for 4,700 guineas in 1947 before winning

the 1,000 Guineas and Oaks two years later.

Rose Of Kildare was initially owned by a Kingsley Park

partnership, but would end the season in the colours of Qatar

Racing and with £169,436 in her saddlebags. Not a bad touch,

you will agree, and she is not the last bargain buy to race in the

blue and green colours.

Now those blue and green colours are at it again! The two-

year-old filly Out In Yorkshire looks the latest steal after an

impressive winning debut. This daughter of Outstrip was retained

by Johnston Racing for only £2,500 at Doncaster last October

and that has already proved akin to larceny.

At Beverley on April 22, Out In Yorkshire broke well enough

on her debut and set out to make all under Ben Curtis. On the run

to home, it was clear she was going well and she lengthened and

poured it on approaching the furlong pole. She won the second

division of a restricted novice event by 1¾ lengths from Pure

Charmer, with a six-length gap to the rest, and stopped the clock

at 1m 4.08sec. 

OW do we assess Out In Yorkshire’s performance early

in the season? A good guide is her winning time

compared with other races on the card.

Some people are sceptical about the value of time as a way of

understanding racing. But the results of races are often not all

they appear. If we assess horses by assuming that other horses in

the race of known merit ran to their best, we sometimes come to

fanciful conclusions. 

Without doing any arithmetic, times can be used

comparatively, as long as we are cautious. Out In Yorkshire ran

1.11sec faster than the winner of the other division of her races

and only 0.03sec slower than the four-year-old Ventura Flame in

a 0-75 handicap. When we consider that Out In Yorkshire carried

only 1lb less than the latter who was raised to a BHA mark of 71,

it is clear that an immature horse like her is far better than a

medium-range handicapper. 

Are we likely to see Out In Yorkshire return to Beverley for

the Hilary Needler Two Year Old Trophy on May 29? That is for

Mark and his team to determine, but it would seem an obvious

next step – assuming we don’t see her somewhere else first.

NE of the sport’s fascinations is making – and

modifying – your opinions of horses as time goes on.

This exercise teaches us many things, perhaps the most

important of which is humility. When the great American racing
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writer Andy

Beyer decided to

leave Harvard to

pursue his racing

dream, he

reflected that an

academic

sometimes needs

a lifetime to

discover if a thesis

is confirmed or

confounded by

events, whereas a

student of racing has only to wait five minutes. This is a concept

close to my heart.

Many horses fail to live up to our expectations. That is often

because our projections for them were faulty. Over time, this

leads to the realisation that a good analyst should consider a range

of eventualities for a horse’s future and weigh each one according

to its relative likelihood. Later in this column I am going to lay

out a surprising theory about one of my favourite Johnston horses

of the present, Gear Up, but I wanted first to update Klarion

readers about a previous incumbent of that status.

Visinari is a horse who reminds me daily (he is my

screensaver) that we are playing the greatest game on Earth.

Horses are the vessels of our hopes and dreams as well as our

wild theories and desperate consternation, but they are animals

first and foremost: if we elevated them in our outlook once, we

should care about their fate forever.

ISINARI is one of the few horses talented enough to

have been beaten two necks in a Group 2 race on his

second career start. But, it was his debut win at

Newmarket which made him a horse I would never forget,

because he ran 1min 10.41sec on Newmarket’s July course – an

extraordinary time for a raw two-year-old in June – and had the

third horse 14 lengths behind. The second horse, Ottoman Court,

was beaten 3½ lengths and went on to achieve a BHA rating of

95 just as could be expected.

Unfortunately, Visinari did not progress. He ran okay when

fourth in a Listed race at Doncaster, but the trajectory of his career

is clear from even a cursory glance at his form. But his owner

Rob Ferguson is not giving up on him. Visinari was held back by

hoof problems and has needed a long time to recuperate. Mark

and his team did everything they could for him, but Rob has sent

him to be trained in Australia and he is now with Sam Kavanagh

in Sydney. 

I have been exchanging emails with Sam who has been

generous enough to keep me in the loop, and I judge from what

I know of the son of Melbourne Cup winner Mark that he won’t

mind me saying this: both he and Visinari have got something to

prove to racing audiences now and I would love to think they

could do it together. After all, don’t horses have this capacity to

embed themselves in the adventures and misadventures of we

humans in a remarkable way?

It doesn’t matter if Visinari never wins another race, for the

well-being of the animal far exceeds the need of the human to be

proved right by its exploits. What matters is, as the photo (left)

shows, Visinari is hale and hearty and currently building up to a

return to the track this autumn. 

He couldn’t do it, could he?

F all goes to plan, the Group 1 Criterium de Saint-Cloud

winner Gear Up – I love writing that – will make his

seasonal reappearance in the Group 2 Dante Stakes which

Mark won with Thunderous last year.

There is no gamer horse in training. Just look at his Group 3

Acomb Stakes video or his big win in the western suburbs of

Paris. Knowing the genteel refinery of parts of the Saint-Cloud

region, I expect some inhabitants had to draw their lace curtains

when they witnessed the unedifying dust-up that the Criterium

became. Good on you, Gear Up.

Anyone watching Gear Up’s victory there or at York, or even

his fourth in the Group 2 Royal Lodge in between, will think what

I am about to say is lunacy. I choose to expose my thinking

because it may have validity and is authentic to my

understanding: on the basis of Gear Up’s pedigree and his striding

data, I think there is a chance he will turn out best forcing the

pace over the same mile and a quarter he won over as a juvenile.

It is more likely than not that this is wrong. But I believe it is

possible. This is an important distinction to which I referred

above. 

Although Subjectivist and plenty of others by his sire Teofilo

are stayers, I think a mile and a quarter is the theme of his dam’s

family, by which I mean I think the genetic propensity of theirs

is centred on a mile and a quarter. I thought his full brother

Guaranteed gave this impression a couple of years ago and I am

interested to see what he does for Jim Bolger in 2021.

EAR UP  also has a quick cadence – he turns over his

legs rapidly for a 10f winner at two. Cadence is one of

the strongest signs of stamina potential we can measure,

for most horses who thrive over a distance have a long, lazy

stride. 

Moreover, when you study Gear Up’s sectionals, he is a horse

with an unusually low top speed for a horse with his high average

pace. I don’t think his jockeys go quick enough on him because

they are mindful of the distance of the race.

I hope this is wrong because I want to see Gear Up win the

Derby. During my career, I have experienced one job where it

was ironic that the clarity of expression for which the firm was

renowned was obfuscated by the apprehension of making a

mistake.

I have always tried to be authentic, but this does involve

getting it wrong.
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